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QuickBooks Desktop (QBD) 2019 is

These changes apply to all versions of

available now. One of the questions I get

QuickBooks Desktop (except Mac).

asked often is when to upgrade. Intuit
sunsets (discontinues) a release after
three years. Connected services, such as
payroll, credit card payments and email,
will not be supported in these versions.
So, if you use any one of these services
you must upgrade every three years.
If you do not use these services it's really
up to you when you upgrade. Keep in
mind you are not getting updates, and
intuit will not support any issues you are
having, so I recommend upgrading every
three years anyway.

New Features
Invoice history tracker - there is a similar
feature in QBO in which the history of each
invoice is accessible from the invoice. The
history statuses are created, sent, viewed,
paid, and deposited. This will allow you to
see the status of the invoice with one click.
One thing to note is that the invoice will
changed to viewed status no matter how
views it (even if it's you). This is one I like.
Transfer A/R Credits across jobs - this
feature allows you to transfer a credit from
one job to another job (under the same
customer) by receiving payment. The credit
will be available to post on

any job under that customer. This used
to be accomplished by journal entry only.
Credits between customers will still have
to be made with journal entries.
File condense remove audit trail - this
feature allows you condense your file by
removing the audit trail only, which can
save a considerable amount of disk space.

Enhancements
Check/Pay Bill Workflow - a common
error that occurs is when a check is written
to pay a bill, when the Pay Bill feature
should have been used instead. This
causes expenses to be overstated, and
bills to remain open even thought they
were paid. This new enhancement
recognizes that a bill is open for the
vendor you are writing a check to, and the
default next action is to pay the bill.
Formerly it was to continue writing the
check. Hopefully it will cause users to
think about what the next step is a little
more before proceeding.

Show inactive items in inventory
valuation - another common error is to
inactivate inventory items that still have a
value. This should never be done for several
reasons. But the main reason is these items
have not shown on the inventory valuation
reports, which is to support the inventory
balance on the balance sheet. In the past it
took a manual effort to find the inactive items
with a balance and either activate them, or
adjust the balance off. Now there is a check
box on the valuation report that will include
the inactive items on the report. This doesn't
correct the initial problem, but it makes
identifying the problem items easier.
Sick/Vacation time tracking - attempting to
pay an employee more leave than they have
available will result in an warning message
that time used exceeds limit. You have the
option to cancel and adjust the leave or pay
anyway.

Please contact me if you feel like you
can benefit from any of these new and
improved features

225.772.9232

